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We propose a framework for the robust and fully-automatic segmentation of magnetic resonance (MR)
brain images called ‘‘Multi-Atlas Label Propagation with Expectation–Maximisation based refinement’’
(MALP-EM). The presented approach is based on a robust registration approach (MAPER), highly
performant label fusion (joint label fusion) and intensity-based label refinement using EM. We further
adapt this framework to be applicable for the segmentation of brain images with gross changes in anat-
omy. We propose to account for consistent registration errors by relaxing anatomical priors obtained by
multi-atlas propagation and a weighting scheme to locally combine anatomical atlas priors and intensity-
refined posterior probabilities. The method is evaluated on a benchmark dataset used in a recent MICCAI
segmentation challenge. In this context we show that MALP-EM is competitive for the segmentation of
MR brain scans of healthy adults when compared to state-of-the-art automatic labelling techniques. To
demonstrate the versatility of the proposed approach, we employed MALP-EM to segment 125 MR brain
images into 134 regions from subjects who had sustained traumatic brain injury (TBI). We employ a pro-
tocol to assess segmentation quality if no manual reference labels are available. Based on this protocol,
three independent, blinded raters confirmed on 13 MR brain scans with pathology that MALP-EM is supe-
rior to established label fusion techniques. We visually confirm the robustness of our segmentation
approach on the full cohort and investigate the potential of derived symmetry-based imaging biomarkers
that correlate with and predict clinically relevant variables in TBI such as the Marshall Classification (MC)
or Glasgow Outcome Score (GOS). Specifically, we show that we are able to stratify TBI patients with
favourable outcomes from non-favourable outcomes with 64.7% accuracy using acute-phase MR images
and 66.8% accuracy using follow-up MR images. Furthermore, we are able to differentiate subjects with
the presence of a mass lesion or midline shift from those with diffuse brain injury with 76.0% accuracy.
The thalamus, putamen, pallidum and hippocampus are particularly affected. Their involvement predicts
TBI disease progression.

� 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

With an estimated annual global incidence of 6.8 million cases,
traumatic brain injury (TBI) imposes a significant burden on
patients, their families, and health services (Irimia et al., 2012).
Usually caused by sudden acceleration/deceleration or focal
impacts, the lesions caused can be focal as in the case of contusions
or more diffuse (diffuse axonal injury (DAI)) (Meythaler et al.,
2001; Warner et al., 2010b). It is common for patients to have a
combination of these. After the acute injury secondary processes
including complex metabolic cascades, alterations in cerebral
blood flow and raised intracranial pressure may occur contributing
to the burden of injury. It is well recognised that complex patho-
physiological processes including secondary Wallerian-type
degeneration continue to occur months to years after the initial
insult (Meythaler et al., 2001; Ding et al., 2008; Warner et al.,
2010a). In order to improve treatment stratification and patient
outcomes, as well as more accurately predict outcome, we need
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Fig. 1. Example of segmentation results obtained on a subject with highly abnormal brain configuration. Segmentations calculated with MAPER using majority voting (left,
Heckemann et al. (2010)) and SyN (Avants et al., 2008) from the ANTs toolkit using either majority voting (middle) or the joint label fusion (right, Wang et al. (2013)). Red
arrows: substantial oversegmentation of the hippocampus; yellow arrows: inaccurate cortex segmentation due to gross brain deformation; blue arrows: ventricles
incorrectly labelled as background; white arrows: region of missing tissue prohibits reasonable one-to-one mapping of the atlases. Segmentation contours are shown in a
colour scheme that provides good colour contrast between neighbouring structures. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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to better understand the complexity and heterogeneity of TBI both
in the acute and chronic stages.

Although patterns of abnormalities have been shown to be pre-
dictors of outcome, such use of imaging data is mainly based on
expert interpretation of visually inspected X-ray computed tomog-
raphy (CT) images. Standard models to predict the outcome of TBI
patients remain unavailable (Irimia et al., 2012). To assist the
understanding of TBI disease progression, accurate quantitative
assessment of the structural changes occurring during and after
TBI is crucial. Segmentation of structural magnetic resonance
(MR) images offers a potential way to gain more insight. For exam-
ple, in Bendlin et al. (2008) brain volume loss following TBI has
been identified using tissue segmentation techniques on structural
MR images (MRIs) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). In Irimia
et al. (2011) an intra-patient time point comparison has been per-
formed on three representative TBI patients using semi-automatic
methods for tissue and lesion classification and 3D model
generation. Ramlackhansingh et al. (2011) used structural MRI
and positron emission tomography (PET) to demonstrate inflam-
matory processes that remain active for months or years following
brain trauma. An overview of existing structural MRI findings in
mild TBI is provided in Shenton et al. (2012). Most of the few exist-
ing studies (Strangman et al., 2010; Warner et al., 2010a,b) that
analyse structural morphometric measures are based on the seg-
mentation techniques available in FreeSurfer (Fischl et al., 2002)
and investigate small patient cohorts (Warner et al., 2010a,b). In
Warner et al. (2010b) the authors investigate the correlation
between structural brain atrophy of 25 patients with DAI and func-
tional outcome. Several brain structures showed significantly
increased structural atrophy when compared to a control group
8 months post injury (Warner et al., 2010b). In Strangman et al.
(2010), fifty patients that sustained TBI were enrolled in a memory
rehabilitation program and their individual progress recorded. The
study investigated the predictive value of structural brain volumes
with respect to the outcome of the rehabilitation (Strangman et al.,
2010). Both studies (Strangman et al., 2010; Warner et al., 2010b)
identified several structures, including the thalamus and
hippocampus that are particularly affected by TBI and are of signif-
icant value when predicting clinical outcome.

The automatic structural segmentation of MR brain scans of TBI
patients remains, however, a difficult endeavour as most existing
methods lack robustness towards TBI-related changes in anatomy
(Irimia et al., 2011, 2012). In the acute phase contusions, the pres-
ence of blood, hydrocephalus and/or oedema can greatly affect the
ability to accurately segment a brain. In more chronic scans gliosis
and atrophy are also often poorly dealt with using currently avail-
able segmentation methods. It is this high variability and extent of
brain change following a moderate or severe TBI that makes the
segmentation task so demanding. An exemplar subject with highly
abnormal brain configuration is shown with overlaid automatic
segmentations in Fig. 1 to illustrate the difficulty of the segmenta-
tion task.

A popular class of automatic segmentation algorithms is multi-
atlas label propagation with origins in Rohlfing et al. (2004b) and
Heckemann et al. (2006). In multi-atlas label propagation, each of
the semi-automatically or completely manually annotated atlases
is individually aligned with the unsegmented target image. The
propagated segmentations are then merged into a consensus label
at each voxel in the target image. Voxelwise label conflicts can be
resolved using either simple, unweighted approaches (Rohlfing
et al., 2004a; Heckemann et al., 2006; Aljabar et al., 2009) or by
weighting individual contributions locally based on the intensity
information from the atlas and target images (Artaechevarria
et al., 2009; Sabuncu et al., 2010). Alternative fusion strategies
based on statistical optimisation have been proposed, with the
most popular representative being STAPLE (Warfield et al., 2004)
and its modifications (Asman and Landman, 2011, 2013;
Landman et al., 2012; Cardoso et al., 2013a). A more detailed over-
view of atlas-based methods is provided by Cabezas et al. (2011). A
particular successful strategy called joint label fusion was recently
proposed by Wang et al. (2013). In this state-of-the-art approach,
as evaluated in (Landman and Warfield, 2012), segmentation bias
is reduced by estimating joint segmentation errors of different
atlas pairs (Wang et al., 2013).

Atlas propagation techniques rely on the accurate registration
of the atlas and unsegmented MR image to determine the spatial
transformation of the atlas labels into the target space. This can
be difficult if the target image differs from the available atlases
due to the presence of pathology.

Recently, Liu et al. (2014) presented a promising approach
based on low-rank matrix decomposition to register multiple
images of TBI patients simultaneously to a reference image. In
Niethammer et al. (2011), the authors formulated a geometric
metamorphosis model to address the challenges arising in the
registration of images from TBI, tumour or stroke patients. Other
approaches iteratively register and segment the images simulta-
neously to identify missing correspondences (Periaswamy and
Farid, 2006; Chitphakdithai and Duncan, 2010). Based on a seed,
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Zacharaki et al. (2009) simulated tumour growth in an atlas image
before registering it to a tumour patient. Next to this, more stan-
dard approaches often rely on a mask to ignore abnormal regions
during the registration process (Brett et al., 2001; Stefanescu
et al., 2004; Andersen et al., 2010). However, methods that rely
on strong prior knowledge such as masks or tumour growth mod-
els are in general not applicable for the segmentation of subjects
with heterogeneous pathologies as they are often present in TBI
patients. Bauer et al. (2013) provide a comprehensive overview
on image analysis in the context of brain tumours.

In addition, there have been several methods proposed to
address the challenge of registering abnormal adult brain images
of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) patients. In Wolz et al. (2010a) a man-
ifold of atlases and unsegmented MR images is learned to robustly
propagate the atlas label sets to all unsegmented images within the
manifold. Another approach, ‘‘Multi-Atlas Propagation with
Enhanced Registration’’ (MAPER) (Heckemann et al., 2010, 2011),
employs automatically calculated tissue classification into the reg-
istration process to enable robust image alignment, even if the tar-
get image shows severe brain atrophy. Recently, methods based on
nonlocal patch-based label fusion have been proposed (Coupé
et al., 2011; Rousseau et al., 2011) that rely on affine alignment
with a template library and thus relax the requirement for accurate
nonrigid registrations. Patch-based methods have been developed
further, often with focus on a particular application. For example
Tong et al. (2013) used dictionary learning and sparse coding for
hippocampal segmentation in patients with AD, while Wang
et al. (2014) applied patch-driven level sets to tissue segmentation
in neonates. However, while in AD brain changes are consistent
with disease progression, MR brain images of patients with TBI
can show inconsistent and gross pathological change as demon-
strated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 further shows that established registration
techniques such as MAPER (Heckemann et al., 2010) or SyN
(Avants et al., 2008) struggle to establish a plausible mapping
between the available atlas images and an image of an abnormal
brain. Both the presence of gross deformation and the potential
absence of brain tissue prevent an accurate anatomical correspon-
dence estimation. Even the application of a state-of-the-art label
fusion technique (Wang et al., 2013) is not able to correct the
substantial and consistent errors of alignment.

Atlas-based segmentation can be further improved by incorpo-
rating intensity information from the unseen image through a
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) (Van Leemput et al., 1999; Fischl
et al., 2002). The resulting optimisation problem is often solved
using expectation–maximisation (EM) (Van Leemput et al., 1999;
Lötjönen et al., 2010; Cardoso et al., 2011; Cardoso et al., 2013b;
Ledig et al., 2012) or graph cuts (van der Lijn et al., 2008; Wolz
et al., 2010b). While the EM approach enables simultaneous prob-
abilistic segmentation of multiple brain structures, graph-cut
based methods yield binary labels for individual structures. Also
approaches that propagate atlas labels over a graph (Wolz et al.,
2010a; Cardoso et al., 2013c) or within clusters (Ribbens et al.,
2014) enjoy increasing attention in the community. In the context
of brain tissue segmentation it has been further shown that the
relaxation of anatomical atlas priors can improve segmentation
quality (Cardoso et al., 2011, 2013b).

As an alternative or complement to either approach, Wang et al.
(2011) proposed to use machine learning techniques to learn
systematic segmentation errors that are then corrected in a
post-processing step.

Atlas-based approaches require a number of brain atlases that,
in the ideal case, have been generated by expert manual delinea-
tion. In this work we use an atlas set that was the basis of a recent
whole-brain segmentation challenge (MICCAI 2012 Grand Chal-
lenge and Workshop on Multi-Atlas Labeling, Landman and
Warfield (2012)). We can thus provide a direct comparison to the
methods that were evaluated in this competition. In general, other
whole-brain atlases are equally suitable for the proposed approach.

The main motivation for our work was to devise a fully auto-
matic and robust segmentation method that allows accurate mea-
surement of various brain structures in MR images in the presence
of severe pathologies, as exemplified in Fig. 1. Specifically, we are
interested in the analysis of MR brain scans acquired of patients
that had sustained traumatic brain injury.

The method described in this work addresses a key need in the
management of TBI, that was identified by Irimia et al. (2012):
‘‘[. . .] the key methodological hurdle that must be overcome in
order to make structural neuroimaging a powerful tool for predict-
ing TBI outcome is the current paucity of automated image pro-
cessing methods that can allow researchers to analyse large
numbers of TBI CT/MRI volumes without the need for excessive
user input or intervention.’’

We pursue this objective on three levels. First, we combine the
best features of state-of-the-art atlas-based segmentation tools
into a new framework, MALP-EM, by building on MAPER and add-
ing the benefits of joint label fusion and an intensity-based refine-
ment using EM. Second, we adapt this method for the challenges
posed by highly abnormal brain configurations. To achieve this,
we use a prior relaxation scheme that corrects anatomical atlas pri-
ors in regions where accurate alignment of the images is impossi-
ble due to missing brain tissue or severe deformation. We further
employ a data-driven and locally adaptive weighting scheme to
combine anatomical atlas prior probabilities and intensity-refined
posterior probabilities for maximum benefit. Third, we use the
modified MALP-EM algorithm to segment 125 MR brain scans of
a heterogeneous population of 101 subjects who had sustained
TBI. To assess segmentation accuracy on this TBI cohort, we
devised a specific protocol that was independently followed by
three blinded raters. This protocol enables an expert to rate hippo-
campus, thalamus, putamen and occipital pole segmentation qual-
ity in the absence of manual reference segmentations.

We then derive volumetric biomarkers based on an index that
quantifies asymmetry between structures appearing both in the
left and right brain hemisphere (absolute asymmetry index, AAI).
We show the potential of single time-point MR imaging based vari-
ables to correlate with and predict outcome-relevant clinical
variables.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Material

2.1.1. Traumatic brain injury (TBI) database
We obtained T1-weighted MR brain images of 101 TBI patients

provided through the University Division of Anaesthesia,
Cambridge University, UK. The images were acquired using an
MPRAGE sequence on a Siemens MAGNETOM TrioTim Syngo with
parameters: TR 2300 ms, TE 2.98 ms, TI 900 ms, flip angle 9�,
matrix size 256 � 240 � 176 and an isotropic voxel size of
1.0 mm � 1.0 mm � 1.0 mm. Patients underwent MRI in the
acute-phase, as part of the follow-up, or both. As only 24 patients
had MR scans at both time points, we focus on a cross-sectional
analysis in this work. In total we had 125 datasets available,
including 61 acute and 64 follow-up MR brain scans. Information
about the patients’ gender and age distributions, the elapsed time
between scanning date and injury and the Glasgow Coma Score
(GCS) is summarised in Table 1. The GCS is a clinical score that
quantifies a patient’s level of consciousness in the acute stage of
the injury (Teasdale and Jennett, 1974). The datasets were further
grouped by clinical scores using Marshall Classification (MC,
Marshall et al. (1991)) and the Glasgow Outcome Score (GOS,



Table 1
Overview of the available MR images with patient gender, patient age, scan time
relative to injury, and Glasgow Come Score (GCS) (Teasdale and Jennett, 1974).

Acute-phase MR
image

Follow-up MR
image

# of subjects 61 64
Gender (# male/ # female) 48/13 40/24
Age (mean � standard deviation) 36:6� 14:9 years 36:1� 14:9

years
Time since injury (mean�standard

deviation)
3:7� 4:2 days 10:0� 7:2

months
GCS (median [min; max]) 5 [3; 15] 7 [3; 15]

Table 2
Clinical variables of the 61 acute-phase TBI images (MC, GOS) and the 64 follow-up
MRIs (GOS). See Appendices B and C for details of the definition of the Marshall
Classification and Glasgow Outcome Scale. n/a: not available.

MC n/a DI I
(1)

DI II
(2)

DI III
(3)

DI IV
(4)

EML
(5)

NEML
(6)

# of subjects per group
(acute-phase)

3 4 29 2 0 16 7

GOS n/a D (1) VS (2) SD (3) MD (4) GR (5)

# of subjects per group
(acute-phase)

6 8 1 18 17 11

# of subjects per group
(follow-up)

0 0 0 21 28 15
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Jennett and Bond (1975)), as shown in Table 2. MC is a score based
on the worst acute computed tomography (CT) image within 24 h
of injury. MC takes into account brain pathology such as lesion
load, the presence of oedema and midline shift caused by the
injury. In contrast, the GOS is a clinical measure categorising the
outcome of TBI and is assessed 6 months after injury or once the
TBI outcome is considered stable. In Section 3.2.3 we describe cor-
relations of these clinical scores with asymmetry biomarkers
derived from brain MR scans. Details of the definition of the Mar-
shall Classification and Glasgow Outcome Scale are provided in
Appendices B and C.
2.1.2. Atlases
The atlas cohort used in this study consisted of 35 manually

annotated MR brain images of 30 subjects of the OASIS database
(Marcus et al., 2007). The manual segmentation into 138 anatomi-
cal structures has been carried out by experts according to publicly
available protocols1 and were provided by Neuromorphometrics, Inc.
(http://Neuromorphometrics.com/, last accessed: 8 December 2014)
under academic subscription. The same atlas cohort was used in
the recent ‘‘MICCAI 2012 Grand Challenge and Workshop on Multi-
Atlas Labeling’’ (Landman and Warfield, 2012). As suggested by
Landman and Warfield (2012), the small regions (order of 100 voxels
each) ‘‘vessel’’ and ‘‘cerebral exterior’’ were excluded in our experi-
ments in both the left and the right hemisphere, so that we effectively
investigated 134 structures. In five of the subjects, repeat scans were
acquired in a second session within 90 days of the original scan
(Marcus et al., 2007).

The 134 atlas labels comprise 63 anatomical structures which
have symmetric counterparts in their opposite hemisphere, in total
126 labels (see Appendix A). The remaining eight unpaired
structures are: 3rd ventricle, 4th ventricle, brain stem, CSF, optic
1 http://www.cma.mgh.harvard.edu/manuals/segmentation/ and http://www
braincolor.org (last accessed: 8 December 2014).
.

chiasm, cerebellar vermal lobules I–V, cerebellar vermal lobules
VI–VII, cerebellar vermal lobules VIII–X.

2.2. Multi-Atlas Label Propagation with Expectation–Maximisation
based refinement (MALP-EM)

2.2.1. Notation
To present our framework called ‘‘Multi-Atlas Label Propagation

with Expectation–Maximisation based refinement’’ (MALP-EM),
we employ the following notation:

We label an unsegmented T1-weighted MR image Iu into
K ¼ 134 structural regions. We index Iu ¼ fy1; y2; . . . ; yng where
yi 2 R, with i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, denotes the intensity value of the ith voxel.
To incorporate expert knowledge into the segmentation process,
we employ M manually annotated brain atlases denoted by Am

with m ¼ 1; . . . ;M. /m denotes the calculated transformation from
the atlas space of Am in the coordinate system of Iu and A/

m

denotes the propagated atlas. Employing multi-atlas label fusion
we then create a subject specific probabilistic segmentation
P ¼ fp1;p2; . . . ;png that is, based on image intensities, relaxed to
PR and used as spatial prior in the EM framework. Using an EM
approach, we then estimate an intensity-refined probabilistic seg-
mentation of Iu, denoted by Z ¼ fz1; z2; . . . ; zng. Here pi;pR

i and zi

are vectors of size K and the kth component represents the
probability that a voxel i belongs to a region k. Thus P denotes
the subject specific probabilistic segmentation before intensity-
based refinement and Z after intensity-based refinement respec-
tively. We abbreviate the normal distribution Nðlk;rkÞ with Nk

where lk is the mean and rk the standard deviation of the intensity
distribution within label k.

2.2.2. Registration and label fusion
For each unsegmented image Iu, we obtain M transformations

/m by registering M manually generated atlases to the coordinate
space of Iu. In this study we employ the enhanced registration
approach that has been developed as part of MAPER (Heckemann
et al., 2010). MAPER incorporates tissue probability maps into a
nonrigid registration scheme based on free-form deformations
(Rueckert et al., 1999; Modat et al., 2010).

A probabilistic map pk of each anatomical structure k is then
formed from the M transformed atlases A/

m using the joint label
fusion strategy presented by Wang et al. (2013). We employed
the publicly available implementation at https://www.nitrc.org/
projects/picsl_malf/ (Version 1.2, last accessed: 8 December
2014) with standard parameters. We have used joint label fusion
as it has been shown to be a leading label fusion technique
(Landman and Warfield, 2012). This procedure is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

2.2.3. Relaxation of probabilistic priors
Segmentation refinement based on image intensities relies

heavily on the probabilistic priors P. As a consequence, the seg-
mentation at voxel i cannot be refined if all atlases agreed on a cer-
tain label k (pik close to or equal to 1). In general, this is a sensible
constraint assuming that at least a subset of the propagated atlases
votes for the correct label. When segmenting MR scans showing
significant pathologies or abnormalities, however, there is evi-
dence that this assumption is no longer justified. Especially in
regions that undergo large deformations, for example the inferior
lateral ventricles when the target region is enlarged due to injury,
swelling or atrophy, we observed unanimous bias in all individual
segmentations. Label fusion approaches can thus return
substantial mislabelling of subcortical grey matter structures such
as the hippocampus, as well as of cortical regions. This problem is
illustrated in the top left image of Fig. 3. The intensity-based
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Fig. 2. Schematic process of the calculation of the subject specific spatial priors P for an unsegmented target image Iu . After brain extraction and bias correction, the available
M atlases are registered to the space of Iu . Using these transformations, label maps and corresponding T1-weighted MR images are mapped to the space of Iu . The label maps
are then averaged into probabilistic priors for the individual structures using the joint label fusion (Wang et al., 2013). A subset of the 134 probabilistic labels is shown in
green. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Schematic process of the segmentation refinement using prior relaxation, EM-optimisation and spatially weighted combination of probabilistic label maps on the
example of the hippocampal region. If registration consistently fails joint label fusion tends to label a significant number of voxels belonging to the inferior lateral ventricle as
hippocampus. These wrongly labelled low-intensity voxels lead to a high variance of the estimated intensity distribution within the hippocampus label (top left). The red
interval (top left intensity distribution) indicates for which voxels prior relaxation will be carried out. EM-refinement then allows correction of the mislabeled CSF voxels
leading to a sharper intensity distribution within the hippocampus (top right). The segmentations obtained using label fusion and EM-optimisation are finally merged into a
consensus segmentation (bottom right). This combination is based on spatially varying weights that are calculated based on the overlap of intra-label intensity distributions
(bottom left). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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EM-refinement is restricted by these high prior label probabilities
P and thus unable to entirely correct this systematic error.

We tackle this problem by calculating relaxed priors PR from
the label probabilities P. Specifically we relax the probabilistic pri-
ors based on the probabilistic label fusion estimates and the actual
image intensities. Assuming a Gaussian distribution, we estimate a
common parameter set ðlCSF�like;rCSF�likeÞ of eight ‘‘CSF-like’’ struc-
tures. We define the set of structures denoted as ‘‘CSF-like’’ as
{background (essentially external CSF), 3rd ventricle, 4th ventricle,
CSF, right/left inferior lateral ventricle, right/left lateral ventricle}.
We furthermore estimate for each structure k an individual param-
eter set ðlk;rkÞ based on the probabilistic prior segmentation P:

lk ¼
P

ipikyiP
ipik

; rk ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ipikðyi � lkÞ

2P
ipik

s
ð1Þ
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In the actual relaxation step we then redistribute a fraction aik

of the prior probability, pik, from a structure k to one of the eight
CSF-like structures kCSF. At an image voxel i, we determine kCSF as
the CSF-like structure with the highest prior probability or the
label that is spatially closest to the voxel i:

kCSF ¼
arg max
k is CSF�like

pik if pik – 0 for at least one k 2 CSF-like

arg min
k is CSF�like

dðk; iÞ else

8><
>:

ð2Þ

Here dðk; iÞ denotes the Euclidean distance of voxel i to the closest
point in label k. We then calculate aik based on the probability that
the voxel with intensity yi comes either from the intensity distribu-
tion NP

k estimated in label k or NP
CSF�like accordingly. We set a to:

aik ¼
0 if NP

k ðyiÞP NP
CSF�likeðyiÞ

maxð0;minð0:5� pikCSF
;pikÞÞ else

(

ð3Þ

We thus do not allow the CSF-like label to exceed 50% probability
and correct only voxels that have a higher probability of belonging
to the CSF-like label kCSF, as defined in Eq. (2), than to k. Finally the
relaxed prior probability PR is calculated as:

pR
ik ¼

pik þ
P

l–kCSF
ail if k ¼ kCSF

pik � aik else

(
ð4Þ
Fig. 4. Illustration of the relaxation weights (left column) and the spatially varying comb
row, subject with an abnormal brain configuration) and Fig. 10 (bottom row, subject with
where the label fusion fails, both increased prior relaxation (white arrows) and combin
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
The two images on the left in Fig. 4 show where the voxel priors are
relaxed by the proposed method, both for a distinctly abnormal
brain and for a brain with a normal configuration.

The whole pipeline including registration, joint label fusion and
prior relaxation is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3.
2.2.4. Intensity-based label refinement through expectation–
maximisation

We refine the relaxed probabilistic priors PR, calculated using
the joint label fusion and the prior relaxation as described in Sec-
tion 2.2.3, based on the observed intensities of Iu by employing
the widely used EM-optimisation presented by Van Leemput
et al. (1999). To be consistent with the published literature
(Wells et al., 1996; Van Leemput et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2001;
Cardoso et al., 2011), we assume a normal distribution of the log-
transformed intensities of voxels of a given label k. Each class k
is then described by its mean lk and standard deviation rk.

The complete model parameters are fðl1;r1Þ; ðl2;r2Þ;
. . . ; ðlK ;rKÞg. A full description of the model can be found in
Appendix D.

Smoothness of the final segmentation is enforced with a global
and stationary Markov Random Field (MRF), which is integrated
using the mean field approximation (Zhang, 1992), following the
example of Van Leemput et al. (1999) and Cardoso et al. (2011).

In order to increase samples for small non-cortical brain struc-
tures and thus increase the robustness of the parameter estimate,
we model symmetric brain structures (e.g. hippocampus left/right)
ination weights as 1� Ci (right column) for the two example subjects in Fig. 9 (top
a close-to-normal brain configuration). We note that in cortical regions and regions
ation weights (red arrows) favouring EM-based segmentations are apparent. (For

the web version of this article.)
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with a single Gaussian distribution. This also allows a more consis-
tent segmentation and thus subsequent volume comparison or
symmetry inference. Furthermore, we model all voxels in cortical
brain structures with a single Gaussian distribution.

2.2.5. Weighting scheme for merging fusion-based and EM-based
segmentations

Adjacent brain structures often have very similar intensity dis-
tributions, which makes an intensity-based refinement of their
shared boundary difficult. Examples are adjacent cortical brain
regions or the boundary between the hippocampus and the
amygdala.

Furthermore, the presented intensity-based optimisation
approach tends to calculate well-separated intensity distributions
by reducing the intraclass variances r2

k

� �
within labels (Ledig

et al., 2012). However, this often degrades segmentation results
as it does not necessarily reflect manual labelling protocols. For
example, the boundary between thalamus and adjacent white mat-
ter is determined by geometric characteristics, rather than by
intensity characteristics (Hammers et al., 2003). As the boundaries
of subcortical structures are not only defined by intensities, their
intensity profile tends to have a wider spread (larger rk). This
has been observed previously in Ledig et al. (2012) for subcortical
structures such as the thalamus, caudate or putamen. For instance,
the standard EM-optimisation is likely to relabel high intensity,
‘thalamus voxels’ in the vicinity of the thalamus/white matter
boundary as ‘white matter’. This results in a reduced intraclass var-
iance for the thalamus class and higher model likelihood. The seg-
mentation accuracy is reduced, however, as the estimated
boundary does not represent the manual protocol of the expert
rater.

While intensity-based EM-refinement often provides little or no
value for subcortical regions of healthy brains, it is a powerful tech-
nique to correct consistent registration failures, e.g. in the hippo-
campal region or in cortical regions. Here, the label estimate of a
certain class k often contains several types of brain tissue resulting
in large intraclass variance. These intensity distributions can effec-
tively be optimised using the intensity-based refinement as
described in Section 2.2.4.

We propose not to rely exclusively on either joint label fusion or
EM-refined fusion, but to combine their probabilistic estimates
into a common segmentation. Here, we describe the simple global
formulation of the proposed model before introducing the spatially
variant extension in Section 2.2.6.

Depending on a global weighting factor C 2 ½0; 1� we combine
the spatial priors obtained by joint label fusion, P, and the poste-
riors calculated based on intensity-based EM-optimisation, Z.

Specifically we combine the final posterior probability zik and
the spatial prior pik to calculate a new probabilistic estimate
zmerged

ik as:

zmerged
ik ¼ ð1:0� CÞzik þ Cpik ð5Þ
2.2.6. Locally varying weighting parameter C
A straightforward extension of this formulation is to model the

weighting parameter C dependent on the spatial position i. This
allows a variable weight for the contribution of either registra-
tion-driven (multi-atlas label propagation) or intensity-driven
(EM-refinement) label estimates in the final segmentation. With
the known characteristics of EM-refined results (cf. Section 2.2.5)
in mind, we aim to formulate a model, which favours the geome-
try-driven and registration-based priors over the intensity-based
refinement if there are no indications of substantial registration
failures. On the other hand, our model must be flexible and con-
sider the intensity-refined posterior probabilities if it is assumed
that the multi-atlas propagation failed. This is often observed if
the subject of interest shows severe brain abnormality due to dis-
ease related atrophy, traumatic deformation, or surgical resection
of brain tissue (cf. Fig. 1).

Our basic assumption for an automatic choice of C is that the
EM-refined segmentation Z should get a higher weight with
increasing deviation from the segmentation obtained through label
fusion P.

Here, we assume that if a label has a similar intensity distribu-
tion before and after the intensity-based refinement, the result
obtained through the label fusion P is reliable for this label, and
thus Ci should be close to 1. In contrast, if for example the hippo-
campal label in P erroneously contains ventricular CSF, the inten-
sity distribution has a rather large standard deviation, because the
label contains two tissue types. However, after intensity-based
refinement the intensity distribution of the label in Z is rather
sharp, because the mislabelling of CSF is corrected due to the inten-
sity-based refinement. In this case – two or more intensity distri-
butions within a label based on P and Z – we aim to set Ci � 1.
This means that the more the EM-refined segmentation deviates
from the prior the more it contributes to the final segmentation
estimate.

To model this behaviour, we choose Ci dependent on the most
likely labels assigned to a certain voxel by the label fusion,
kmax;i ¼ arg max

k
pik, and the EM-refinement, zmax;i ¼ arg max

k
zik.

Specifically, we use the overlap of the normal distributions esti-
mated on label zmax;i in both Z and P, and for kmax;i accordingly.
We thus calculate Ci as:

Ci ¼
Z þ1

�1
min NP

kmax;i
ðyÞ;NZ

kmax;i
ðyÞ

� �
dy

�
Z þ1

�1
min NP

zmax;i
ðyÞ;NZ

zmax;i
ðyÞ

� �
dy ð6Þ

This weighting approach is exemplified in Fig. 3. In this exam-
ple, the common scenario is shown, in which joint label fusion
labels a voxel as hippocampus, and the intensity-based refinement
approach labels the same voxel as CSF. The two images on the right
in Fig. 4 illustrate exemplary weights ð1� CiÞ for normal and
abnormal images.

3. Experiments and results

The goal of this work was to devise a robust segmentation
framework that can be employed to segment brain MRI with
potentially highly abnormal brain configuration. Specifically we
aimed to segment a database of traumatic brain injury patients
and to extract biomarkers that can be correlated with clinical
variables.

However, before applying the proposed methodology to clinical
data in Section 3.2 we conducted quantitative experiments inves-
tigating our method’s performance and characteristics on a well-
studied benchmark dataset. For this dataset reference labels, which
were manually annotated by experts, are available. This allowed us
to calculate label overlaps, to perform a test–retest analysis and to
compare our method to other state-of-the-art approaches in
Section 3.1.

3.1. Quantitative evaluation on a benchmark dataset using manual
labels

For evaluating MALP-EM, we used the dataset provided in the
course of the ‘‘MICCAI 2012 Grand Challenge and Workshop on
Multi-Atlas Labeling’’ (Landman and Warfield, 2012) (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1.2). The dataset consists of 35 T1-weighted MR images with
corresponding labels created manually by experts. As in the Grand



Table 3
Overview over all compared methods and their respective building blocks.

Method Registration Label fusion Additional processing

MAPER MAPER (cf. Section 2.2.2) (Heckemann et al., 2010) Majority voting None
MALP-JF MAPER JF (Wang et al., 2013) None
MALP-EMCi

MAPER JF Proposed (cf. Sections 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.5, 2.2.6)
MALP-EMCi

-BC MAPER JF Proposed + bias correction (Wang et al., 2011)
PICSL-BC ANTs (SyN) (Avants et al., 2008) JF Bias correction

Table 4
Similarity indices (SI) [%] averaged (unweighted) over 20 subjects for all 36 non-
cortical regions, all 98 cortical regions and all 134 regions. The methods that were
compared are MAPER using majority vote, MALP-JF using joint label fusion,
MALP-EMCi

with a local merging strategy and optional segmentation bias correction
(BC), and PICSL-BC. ⁄,⁄⁄ = significantly different to the method in the column to the
left. bold = significantly best results.

MAPER MALP-JF MALP-EMCi
MALP-EMCi

-BC PICSL-BC

SI 36 non-cortical 82.0 82.7⁄⁄ 82.9 83.4⁄ 83.8
SI 98 cortical 72.4 73.2⁄⁄ 73.8⁄⁄ 74.9⁄⁄ 73.9⁄

SI 134 regions 74.9 75.8⁄⁄ 76.3⁄⁄ 77.2⁄⁄ 76.5⁄

⁄ p < 10�2.
⁄⁄ p < 10�4.
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Challenge, we divided the cohort into a training set of 15 subjects
(10 female, 5 male, age: 23 � 4.3 (mean � SD) years, minimum age
19, maximum age 34) and a test set of 15 subjects (10 female, 5
male, age 45.7 � 24.4, minimum age 18, maximum age 90). Includ-
ing the 5 repeat scans, the test set consists of 20 images.

3.1.1. Label overlaps
In total we compared five different approaches:

� MAPER (Multi-Atlas Propagation with Enhanced Registration):
Standard MAPER as proposed by Heckemann et al. (2010).
� MALP-JF (Multi-Atlas Label Propagation with Joint label

Fusion): Segmentations obtained through joint label fusion
using the implementation of Wang et al. (2013) with standard
parameters.2

� MALP-EMCi
(Multi-Atlas Label Propagation with Expectation–

Maximisation based refinement): MALP-JF followed by the pro-
posed prior relaxation (Section 2.2.3), the EM-refinement (Sec-
tion 2.2.4) and the spatially varying merging strategy
(Section 2.2.6).
� MALP-EMCi

-BC: MALP-EMCi
with additional learning-based seg-

mentation bias correction2 as proposed by Wang et al. (2011).
We consider this as the setup yielding the highest accuracy on
this benchmark dataset.
� PICSL-BC (PICSL research group - Bias Correction): best per-

forming method in the Grand Challenge (Landman and
Warfield, 2012) using SyN registration from the Advanced Nor-
malization Tools (ANTs) and employs joint label fusion (Wang
et al., 2013) and bias correction (Wang et al., 2011).

A further overview over the compared methods is provided in
Table 3.

We segmented each of the 20 test images into 134 regions and
calculated Dice overlaps (similarity indices, SI, Dice (1945)) with
the available manual segmentations. SI values for the different seg-
mentation methods are shown in Table 4. Individual SI values of
non-cortical structures are shown in Appendix E.

We also compared our results to the best performing method in
the Grand Challenge (Landman and Warfield, 2012) called PICSL-
BC. PICSL-BC employs the joint label fusion presented in Wang
et al. (2013) and a learning-based wrapper method presented in
Wang et al. (2011) where segmentation bias with respect to the
gold-standard segmentations is learned. Moreover, PICSL-BC has
been evaluated on the same images (including the same split into
training and test images) using the same 134 regions. No signifi-
cant differences (p > 0:01) could be found between our proposed
flexible MALP-EMCi

and PICSL-BC for the averaged similarity indi-
ces over all regions. Applying additional segmentation bias correc-
tion (Wang et al., 2011) to MALP-EMCi

significantly (Student’s two-
sided paired t-test, p < 10�4) improved segmentation results. Since
normal distribution cannot be assumed for similarity indices, we
2 Implementation publicly available at https://www.nitrc.org/projects/picsl_malf
(Version 1.2, last accessed: 8 December 2014).
/

repeated the hypothesis testing using the non-parametric Wilco-
xon signed-rank test. All differences shown in Table 4 remained
significant at least at p < 10�2.

3.1.2. Evaluation of the influence of the weighting factor C
As illustrated in Fig. 5, a weighting factor of C ¼ 0:8 yields the

best segmentation results on the training data set. This result
shows that joint fusion yields accurate labels for the majority of
voxels. For voxels with a high uncertainty (more than one label
has a high non-zero probability) the EM-refined result should be
considered as additional weighting. Using the more flexible model
with a spatially varying Ci, we observed comparable overlaps to
C ¼ 0:8. This is encouraging, because a global and fixed C leads
to a stricter model that is assumed to perform well on healthy, nor-
mal data while only a data-driven choice of Ci allows the flexibility
to cope with highly abnormal images of TBI subjects.

3.1.3. Test–retest reliability
To investigate the consistency of segmentations calculated with

the proposed method, we evaluated its test–retest reliability. We
quantified this characteristic using the 5 subjects in our set for
whom repeat images are available. We used the intraclass correla-
tion coefficient (ICC; two-way random single measures, absolute
agreement) following Shrout and Fleiss (1979). Specifically, we cal-
culated the reproducibility of label volumes calculated on images
of the same subject at different time points (scan interval less than
90 days). The assumption is that brains of healthy subjects do not
change substantially within short periods. ICC is widely used to
quantify test–retest reliability (Kempton et al., 2011; Nugent
et al., 2013).

On the manual segmentations we calculated an average ICC of
0:80� 0:28 for non-cortical and 0:78� 0:25 for cortical regions.
Using the proposed method MALP-EMCi

we obtained an average
ICC of 0:97� 0:04 for non-cortical and 0:94� 0:08 for cortical
regions. These results are slightly better than the average ICC
obtained using joint label fusion only (non-cortical: 0:96� 0:06,
cortical: 0:94� 0:09).

We further assessed the relative volume difference (Dvol)
between a structure’s volume at two time points, Vt1 and Vt2 ,
which we define as:

http://https://www.nitrc.org/projects/picsl_malf/


Fig. 5. MALP-EMC applied to the 15 training images with varying C. Here C ¼ 1:0 is equivalent to exclusive joint label fusion and i denotes the spatially varying choice of Ci.
Mean similarity indices (SI) with standard deviation and 95% confidence interval of 36 non-cortical structures (left), 98 cortical structures (middle) and all 134 regions (right).
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Dvol ¼ 100%
jVt1 � Vt2 j

0:5ðVt1 þ Vt2 Þ
ð7Þ

On the manual segmentations we calculated an average Dvol of
8:3� 7:5% for non-cortical and 12:3� 8:4% for cortical regions.
Using the proposed method MALP-EMCi

we obtained an average
Dvol of 2:4� 1:4% for non-cortical and 4:1� 2:3% for cortical
regions. These results are similar to the average Dvol obtained using
joint label fusion only (non-cortical: 2:7� 2:5%, cortical:
3:8� 2:2%).

More extensive quantitative results can be found in Appendix E
in Table E.9.

3.2. Segmentation and analysis of a traumatic brain injury (TBI)
database

We used MALP-EMCi
(in the following referred to as MALP-EM)

to automatically segment 125 MR brain scans of TBI subjects with
potential pathology. This database is described in Section 2.1.1. For
the segmentation we used all available atlas datasets, except the 5
repeat images, i.e., a total of 30.

All MR images were corrected for intensity inhomogeneities
using the N4 algorithm (Tustison et al., 2010). The images were
further brain extracted with a fully-automatic in-house brain
extraction method called Extended Tissue Classification (ETC). In
this method, first, an expectation–maximisation classifier based
on Van Leemput et al. (1999) was applied for producing a coarse
tissue segmentation, which is used as an initial brain mask. There-
after, a deformable model-based approach combined with mor-
phological operations was applied to tune the mask.

3.2.1. Quantitative evaluation on TBI datasets using expert validation
scores

We devised a scoring protocol to semi-quantitatively assess
the quality of automatically generated segmentations of TBI
images. We selected four paired regions that frequently show
morphological change in patients (hippocampus, thalamus, puta-
men, and occipital pole). We selected thalamus, putamen and
occipital cortices because these structures are frequently impli-
cated in TBI and its sequelae (Warner et al., 2010a; Strangman
et al., 2010; Ramlackhansingh et al., 2011). We added the hippo-
campus because it is a challenging structure to segment (cf.
Fig. 1). Consideration of the hippocampus is biologically justified,
as it is typically involved in dementia, which in turn is a frequent
long-term consequence of severe TBI. The protocol calls for the
raters to assign a score on a six point scale (0, worst to 5, best).
Three experienced raters (JCL, 1 year of clinical service; RAH,
12 years of clinical service; AH, 16 years of clinical service) devel-
oped the protocol by consensus, using 9 images with correspond-
ing segmentations calculated with both MALP-EM and joint label
fusion (MALP-JF). All raters had basic (JCL) or advanced (RAH, AH)
training in neuroanatomy, neuropathology, radiology, and neuro-
imaging. The 9 images had been selected from the TBI database
using an ad hoc approach that ensured that the sample was
broadly representative (MC 2–6; 4 baseline and 5 follow up
scans). The detailed protocol is provided as supplementary mate-
rial to this manuscript.

Based on this protocol the three independent raters assessed 13
images using the tool rview from the Image Registration Toolkit
(IRTK, https://github.com/BioMedIA/IRTK, last accessed: 8 Decem-
ber 2014). All raters were blind to the method (MALP-JF or MALP-
EM). Results of both methods were presented in a balanced, ran-
domised fashion. The raters viewed both methods’ results of each
subject back to back in order to break the tie if the two scores were
equal. None were directly involved in the development of MALP-
EM. The set of test scans did not intersect with the set of scans used
for protocol development. Ten scans were randomly chosen with
the constraint that five scans be of subjects with MC < 4 and five
with MC P 4. In addition, a non-rater chose three further subjects
to ensure scans with severe pathology were represented in the
evaluation set.

The findings obtained through this expert validation confirm
that MALP-EM is superior to joint label fusion in traumatic brain
injury patients with severe pathology. The average expert scores
are shown in Table 5. The distribution of the scores for the individ-
ual structures is shown in Fig. 6. Further, Fig. 7 shows the fraction
of test images on which a method performs better than the other.

To further assess inter-rater variance we have calculated the
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC; two-way random single
measures, absolute agreement, Shrout and Fleiss (1979)) between

http://https://github.com/BioMedIA/IRTK


Table 5
Mean (standard deviation) of the expert scores for the assessed segmentation quality of hippocampus, thalamus, putamen and occipital pole. Significant improvement is
indicated. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC; two-way random single measures, absolute agreement) between all available raters.

Hippocampus Thalamus Putamen Occipital pole

MALP-JF MALP-EMCi
MALP-JF MALP-EMCi

MALP-JF MALP-EMCi
MALP-JF MALP-EMCi

Rater A 2.81(1.30) 3.23(1.48) 2.42(1.27) 3.12(1.63)⁄ 2.81(2.25) 3.04(2.20) 3.42(1.39) 3.81(1.58)⁄

Rater B 3.00(1.13) 3.23(1.03) 2.88(1.07) 3.62(1.20)⁄⁄ 3.81(1.30) 3.96(1.37) 2.58(0.90) 3.08(0.93)⁄

Rater C 2.04(0.96) 2.65(0.89)⁄ 2.00(0.69) 3.08(1.02)⁄⁄ 2.85(1.19) 3.19(1.27)⁄ – –
All Raters 2.62(1.20) 3.04(1.18)⁄⁄ 2.44(1.09) 3.27(1.32)⁄⁄ 3.15(1.69) 3.40(1.69)⁄ 3.00(1.24) 3.44(1.33)⁄

ICC 0.64 0.53 0.67 0.23

⁄ p < 0:05.
⁄⁄ p < 10�4.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of expert scores for investigated structures. Occipital pole was
not rated by rater C. Comparison of MALP-JF (left bars) and MALP-EM (right bars).
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the available raters. The calculated ICCs are summarised in Table 5.
We observed moderate inter-rater agreement between all three
raters for hippocampus, thalamus and putamen. The inter-rater
agreement for the occipital pole, which was rated by two raters
of rather different experience, is at a lower level. However, both
raters agreed that MALP-EM yields significantly better results on
this structure.
3.2.2. Qualitative confirmation of the robustness using MALP-EM on
images with pathology

We considered segmentation quality sufficient if no major parts
of the brain were missing due to a overly restrictive brain extrac-
tion, and the cortical grey matter/white matter and visually dom-
inant non-cortical boundaries (e.g. ventricles/grey matter) were
matched by label boundaries. Inclusion or exclusion of structures
that are not present in the atlases (e.g. lesions or contusions) was
not regarded as failure. In a small subset (� 5—10%) of the pro-
cessed images, we accepted local inaccuracies in the shape of brain
extractions in the cortical region, e.g. Fig. 9, if most cortical and
especially subcortical structures were segmented successfully.

After visual inspection we identified five segmentations of
insufficient quality. One failure originated in misregistration due
to significant intensity inhomogeneities that remained after the
N4 bias correction. On this single subject we reapplied the bias
Fig. 7. Fraction of test images on which a method performs better than the other. Raters
correction using the generated brain mask to further reduce inho-
mogeneities. Registration and segmentation were subsequently
successful; we therefore retained the image. For another three
subjects the generated brain mask was of insufficient quality.
One of the corresponding scans was acquired from a subject with
a follow up image for which the brain extraction was fine. We
thus used the brain mask of the follow up time point to extract
the brain at the acute stage. The subsequent segmentation result
was satisfactory. The remaining two subjects (cf. Fig. 8), which
were highly abnormal and the scans had very poor quality, could
not be processed. A single image was excluded due to consistency
problems in the NIfTI format file after image conversion. We con-
clude that none of these failures were directly related to MALP-
EM. Overall we were able to process 122 out of 125 available
scans successfully.

On visual inspection, all segmentations of these 122 images
were considered reasonable, allowing for pathology. Visual exam-
ples of calculated segmentation results are shown in Fig. 9. The
image pair illustrates the advantages of MALP-EM over sole label
fusion in images with substantial pathology. Fig. 9 also clearly
reveals improved segmentation results obtained with MALP-EM
at boundaries of anatomical regions with large intensity contrast.
Improvements in both the hippocampal region and at the cortical
grey matter/cerebrospinal fluid boundary are particularly striking.

Labels obtained with MALP-EM on images with little pathology
(Fig. 10) are visually convincing for both non-cortical and cortical
structures in most instances. When substantial pathology is pres-
ent (Fig. 9), we observed some inaccuracies. A frequent problem
is unlabelled cortical grey matter due to imperfections of the brain
mask. Voxels excluded during brain extraction are not reconsid-
ered during the segmentation process. A subject for which this
problem is most striking is illustrated in Fig. 9. However, we still
kept this subject for our analysis since even in subjects with signif-
icant pathology only a few cortical and no subcortical structures
are affected by this problem. In regions showing severe deforma-
tions or atrophy, such as the hippocampal region in the subject
shown in Fig. 9, the nonrigid atlas alignment may consistently fail.
Due to the proposed prior relaxation step and spatially varying
label combination we were able to relax this problem and improve
B and C were asked to rate which segmentation was better, even if scores were tied.



Fig. 8. Axial slices of the two subjects for which the brain extraction was not successful. left: male, age: 56, GOS = 3, MC = 5, follow up MRI taken two months after injury,
right: male, age: 16, GOS = 3, MC = 5, follow up MRI taken seven months after injury.

Fig. 9. Segmentations obtained with MALP-JF (top) and MALP-EM (bottom) of a subject with a markedly abnormal brain configuration on MRI (male, age: 45 years, GOS = 3,
follow-up MRI, taken one month after injury, axial(left)/coronal(right) view). While the label fusion clearly fails to match various intensity boundaries, for example in the
hippocampal region, MALP-EM is able to correct this problem to a large extent due to the strong intensity contrast CSF and grey matter structures. Red arrows highlight
improvements obtained using MALP-EM over pure joint label fusion. White arrows highlight errors due to inconsistent brain extraction.
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Fig. 10. Typical segmentation result obtained using MALP-EMCi
of a subject with a close-to-normal brain configuration (female, age: 17 years, GOS = 5, MC = 2, follow up MRI,

taken nine months after injury, axial(left)/coronal(right) view).
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upon non-intensity based approaches. We conclude from visual
comparison that MALP-EM is superior to standard label fusion.
3.2.3. Separation of GOS and MC groups using absolute asymmetry
indices

To assess the clinical usefulness of our method, we attempted a
clinical classification of the available TBI subjects based on mor-
phometric results. We used a classification of the brain images per-
formed by an experienced clinician as a gold-standard reference.
We assessed correlations with a widely used clinical scheme pri-
marily devised for categorising admission X-ray CT images, applied
to acute-phase MR images (MC) and one of the most common clin-
ical outcome scores used in TBI (GOS). We focused on the particu-
larly relevant differentiation between patients who would not be
able to live an independent life (GOS < 4) and those with a more
favourable outcome. The comparison with the GOS provided a
means of estimating the prognostic value of automatically seg-
mented acute-phase MR images. For the MC, we additionally
dichotomised images into those without (MC < 4 e DI I, DI II
and DI III) or with (MC P 4 e DI IV, EML, NEML) significant mass
effect and midline shift. We employed MALP-EM for individual
and independent cross-sectional experiments at the acute stage
(60 subjects) and follow-up stage (62 subjects).

As classifier we used a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) imple-
mented through the MATLAB function classify. For validation,
we performed 1000 repetitions of a 10-fold cross validation. As fea-
ture we quantified structural asymmetry of the paired 63 struc-
tures (cf. Sections 2.1.2 and A). We employed an absolute
asymmetry index (AAI) (Galaburda et al., 1987; Bonilha et al.,
Table 6
Classification results obtained separating MC < 4 vs. MC P 4 and GOS < 4 vs. GOS P 4 ba
(GOS) MR images only. Results shown are averaged over 1000 cross validation runs. bold

Based on acute-phase MRIs

MC < 4 (Negatives) vs. MC P 4 (Positives) GOS <

All non-cortical All cortical All All non

Balanced accuracy (%) 60.8 76.0 72.5 64.7
Specificity (%) 82.0 91.2 88.2 84.0
Sensitivity (%) 39.6 60.9 56.7 45.4

Subjects per group 34 vs. 23 27 vs.
2014) based on a structure’s volume (V) in the left and right hemi-
sphere, defined as:

AAI ¼ 100%
jV left � V rightj

0:5ðV left þ V rightÞ
ð8Þ

Specifically, we used the sum of the absolute asymmetry indices of
either all 14 non-cortical structures, all 49 cortical structures or all
63 structures.

The results for distinguishing two MC (MC < 4, MC P 4) and
GOS (GOS < 4, GOS P 4) groups respectively, using either acute-
phase or follow-up images, are summarised in Table 6. Since the
clinical variables MC and GOS were missing for 3 (MC), respec-
tively 5 (GOS) subjects, we reduced the number of subjects in each
classification experiment accordingly. As groups were unbalanced
we employed the balanced accuracy measure (Brodersen et al.,
2010), the average of sensitivity and specificity, to report classifica-
tion accuracy. Table 6 shows that our method yields 76.0% accu-
racy in distinguishing groups in the Marshall Classification
system based on acute-phase images. The Marshall Classification
system is not a linear scale as it takes both midline shift and the
size of lesions into account (compare Appendix B). However, in
the classification experiment we were able to discriminate
between classes without (MC < 4) and with (MC P 4) significant
midline shift or mass effect.

Furthermore, we were able to estimate from a single acute-
phase MRI whether a TBI patient will be able to live an indepen-
dent life (GOS P 4) or not with 64.7% accuracy. In comparison,
when predicting outcome based on the MC score at baseline we
calculated 59.3% accuracy. Based on the segmentations of non-cor-
tical structures in the follow-up images, we achieved 66.8% accu-
sed on absolute asymmetry indices of either acute-phase (MC and GOS) or follow-up
= best.

Based on follow-up MRIs

4 (P) vs. GOS P 4 (N) GOS < 4 (P) vs. GOS P 4(N)

-cortical All cortical All All non-cortical All cortical All

61.5 61.8 66.8 59.3 62.6
81.8 78.5 86.3 76.0 83.1
44.4 44.4 47.4 42.5 42.1

28 19 vs. 43



Fig. 11. Receiver operating characteristic curves for classifying subjects according to MC using the sum of cortical AAI (left), and according to GOS at baseline (middle) and
follow up time point (right) using the accumulated non-cortical AAI.
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Fig. 12. Relevance of individual brain structures for GOS group separation. Sorted histogram of how often a structure’s asymmetry index was one of the 10 most significant
indices in the 10,000 (1000 rounds of 10-fold cross-validation) runs. The 10 structures that were picked most often based on acute-phase (left) or follow-up (right) MR
images.
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racy in GOS classification. The classification results are summa-
rised in Table 6. The high specificity for MC classification shows
that the presented method does very well in detecting normal
appearing brains at the acute stage. The high specificity for GOS
classification confirms that the presented approach is able to pre-
dict a favourable outcome of a TBI. These findings suggest that
structural brain asymmetry could be a sufficient criterion to indi-
cate an unfavourable disease outcome. On the other hand, symme-
try seems to be a necessary criterion for favourable disease
outcome. It is not, however, a sufficient criterion to rule out an
unfavourable outcome. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves for these classification experiments are shown in Fig. 11.

A detailed summary of results for individual non-cortical struc-
tures for both MC and GOS classification is provided in Appendix F,
including p-values for group separation. These results suggest
structural asymmetry of non-cortical brain structures does not cor-
relate well with MC.

We calculated p-values for group separation using MALP-JF
without the proposed processing. Unlike MALP-EM, this setup
did not reveal any significant symmetry differences between GOS
groups for the thalamus (at the acute time point) or for the cau-
date, hippocampus and inferior lateral ventricle (at the follow up
time point). All the structures that show significant symmetry dif-
ferences between groups of clinical variables in the MALP-JF setup
are also found in the MALP-EM setup.

In an additional set of 1000 rounds of the 10-fold cross-valida-
tion, we determined in each run the p-value for the group separa-
tion on the training set using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-
test for each of the 63 symmetry features (AAI). We calculated a
histogram of the 10 most significant structures in each run.
Fig. 12 shows the histogram for the GOS separation and thus the
regions that are particularly correlated with the disease outcome.
The plots show the 10 consistently most relevant structures for
GOS group separation using acute-phase (left) or follow-up (right)
MR images. This experiment reveals that asymmetry in subcortical
structures is particularly correlated with poor patient recovery.
Notably, asymmetry in the thalamus, pallidum, hippocampus,
putamen and occipital pole was found to discriminate TBI patients
with favourable from non-favourable outcome. Both thalamus and
hippocampus are known to be involved in TBI disease progression
(Bigler, 2001) and were found to have predictive value in previous
studies based on MR imaging (Strangman et al., 2010; Warner
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et al., 2010b; Warner et al., 2010a; Irimia et al., 2012). Our results
also confirm the findings of Ramlackhansingh et al. (2011), where
inflammation markers following a head trauma were significantly
raised in the thalamus, putamen and occipital cortices.
4. Discussion and future work

In this work we introduced a framework called ‘‘Multi-Atlas
Label Propagation with Expectation–Maximisation based refine-
ment’’ (MALP-EM) for robust MR brain image segmentation. Build-
ing on state-of-the-art registration and label fusion techniques, we
proposed to relax spatial priors obtained through multi-atlas label
propagation and to combine segmentation results obtained with
registration- and intensity-based approaches to exploit individual
benefits. For prior relaxation we detect incorrect label priors at
low intensity voxels or cisterns and redistribute corresponding
probabilities to the most probable CSF-like structure. Here we
assumed that low intensity voxels belong to cisterns that are filled
with CSF. Potentially these low intensity voxels could also, espe-
cially in TBI patients, result from edema, hemorrhage, or direct
injury. The employed atlas is built from healthy patients and our
model does not allow for the detection of outliers or the classifica-
tion of lesions, which is very challenging (Rao et al., 2014). Depen-
dent on the disease, segmentation failures due to pathologies, such
as contusions in TBI, could be addressed by an explicit lesion seg-
mentation (Rao et al., 2014) or an outlier detection approach
(Asman et al., 2013). This is, however, left for future work. In gen-
eral, imaging features derived from automatic segmentations, such
as structural volumes, need to be interpreted carefully, when
pathologies are present.

We showed that MALP-EM significantly improves segmentation
quality compared to non-intensity refined label fusion. Specifically,
we observed significant improvements by combining results from
joint label fusion and EM-refined fusion using a locally varying
weighting factor C. This approach is similar to the weighting of dif-
ferent energy terms in the formulation presented by van der Lijn
et al. (2008). Our formulation allows any combination of segmen-
tation results calculated with independent models or unrelated
labelling techniques. In the future it will be interesting to investi-
gate how more sophisticated combination strategies and intensity
models can further improve this approach.

Previously, the objective evaluation procedure of the ‘‘MICCAI
Multi-Atlas-Segmentation Challenge 2012’’ (Landman and
Warfield, 2012) has shown MALP-EM to be among the leading seg-
mentation methods. While the implementation used in the chal-
lenge was preliminary and highly tuned, the implementation
used for the present work is more generic and less dependent on
parameter settings. Thanks to an improved registration and more
sophisticated and general fusion strategy, we achieved signifi-
cantly higher overlaps for both MAPER (overall SI: 74.9% vs.
74.1%) and MALP-EM (overall SI: 76.4% vs. 75.8%) than in the Grand
Challenge. Additional application of a learning-based segmentation
bias correction method (Wang et al., 2011) further improves our
segmentation results (overall SI: 77.2%), yielding small but signifi-
cant improvements over the best method (PICSL-BC; overall SI:
76.5%) in the Grand Challenge. We acknowledge that in the devel-
opment of MALP-EM we benefitted from the experience of partic-
ipating in the Grand Challenge, where the timeframe for algorithm
development and tuning was tight. However, we did not use the
testing set from the Grand Challenge to tune MALP-EM.

While the segmentation bias correction significantly improves
label overlaps on the MICCAI Segmentation Challenge dataset, we
did not employ this post processing technique to segment the
TBI subjects. We reason that it is difficult to justify the application
of a correction classifier that was trained exclusively on a homoge-
neous cohort of healthy subjects to a heterogeneous cohort of brain
scans with severe pathology.

To evaluate MALP-EM on a TBI database, we specifically devel-
oped a protocol for the expert assessment of segmentation quality
of the hippocampus, thalamus, putamen and occipital pole. The
protocol is publicly available as supplementary material to this
work. Using the protocol-based ratings of three independent
experts, we showed on 13 subjects of the TBI cohort that the pro-
posed modifications based on image intensities improve on pure
label fusion.

The proposed method is shown to be robust: 120 out of 125 TBI
images were segmented successfully into 134 regions. After man-
ual intervention on the preprocessing step, the successful record
increased to 122/125. This is a solid basis for future research into
image-based quantification of brain abnormality. Derived morpho-
metric biomarkers, such as a structural asymmetry index, can serve
as features for automatic classifiers, predicting how the image will
be rated by an expert (MC) and prognosticating clinical outcome
(GOS). Given that MC is assessed at the acute stage quantifying
brain pathology (cf. Appendix B) it seems reasonable that struc-
tural asymmetry in acute MRIs correlates well with this score. In
contrast to this, GOS is an outcome score assessed several months
after the injury. It was expected that MRI features derived from fol-
low up scans are more consistent with the outcome measure than
features available at the acute stage. The segmentation setup for
the TBI subjects inherently differs from the intra-atlas experiments
(15 training, 20 test images) in that we used more atlases for the
segmentation of the TBI subjects, the image source (scanner) dif-
fers from the atlas database, and, most importantly, we are seg-
menting subjects with potentially substantial pathology. Visual
inspection confirmed the robustness and advantages of the pro-
posed method under these new challenges (cf. Fig. 9). The gener-
ated segmentations of the TBI data set are a valuable resource for
investigating further potential biomarkers for TBI disease progress.

This work also motivates further research and discussion
about how meaningful or generalisable high Dice overlaps on a
homogeneous cohort of healthy patients are. More informative
similarity measures are desirable (Ledig et al., 2014). In many
studies, e.g. Alzheimer’s disease or TBI, the subjects of interest
show high variability in both brain appearance and disease bur-
den. More restrictive models might lead to a high labelling accu-
racy on subjects that are very similar to the atlas cohort.
However, they are potentially too rigid to cope with images of
subjects with significant pathology. Here more flexible formula-
tions might be desirable, even if they are slightly less performant
in intra-atlas cohort validations.

We conclude from our experiments that MALP-EMCi
yields a

segmentation accuracy that is on healthy subjects comparable to
other state-of-the-art methods while offering sufficient flexibility
to cope with gross pathology. Most inaccuracies, as visually con-
firmed in the segmented TBI datasets, were due to minor problems
in the brain extraction. This highlights the necessity of further
improvement of fully automatic brain extraction tools, which is a
very challenging task for brains in the presence of pathology.
5. Conclusions

We presented a fully automatic, highly robust and accurate seg-
mentation framework called MALP-EM. This includes a new para-
digm: We suggest the spatially weighted combination of
probabilistic segmentation results obtained through different tech-
niques into a common segmentation exploiting individual benefits.
Extensive quantitative evaluation on a manually annotated atlas
cohort of healthy subjects confirmed that MALP-EM significantly
improves on existing label fusion techniques. Based on the ratings



Table B.7
Marshall Classification system based and modified from Marshall et al. (1991).

Marshall class Description

1 Diffuse injury (DI) I No visible intracranial pathological changes seen on CT
2 Diffuse injury II Cisterns are present with midline shift of 0–5 mm and/or:

Lesions densities present;
No high or mixed density lesion >25 cm3 may include bone fragments and foreign bodiesa

3 Diffuse injury III (swelling) cisterns compressed or absent with midline shift of 0–5 mm; no high
Or mixed density lesion >25 cm3

4 Diffuse injury IV (shift) midline shift >5 mm; no high or mixed density lesion > 25 cm3

5 Evacuated mass lesion (EML) Any lesion surgically evacuated
6 Non-evacuated mass lesion (NEML) High or mixed density lesion >25 cm3; not surgically evacuated

a As may be the case in depressed skull fractures.

Table C.8
Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) based and modified from Jennett and Bond (1975). For
dichotomised assessment, 1, 2 and 3 are often combined as ‘‘Unfavourable
Outcomes’’, while 4 and 5 are combined as ‘‘Favourable Outcomes’’.

GOS Description

1 (D) Dead
2 (VS) Vegetative state: no evidence of meaningful responsiveness
3 (SD) Severe disability: conscious, but unable to live independently due

to mental or physical disability
4 (MD) Moderate disability: able to live independently, limited ability to

return to work or school
5 (GR) Good recovery: capacity to resume normal occupational and social

activities, minor deficits possible
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of three independent experts, MALP-EM is superior to joint label
fusion for hippocampus, thalamus, putamen and occipital pole seg-
mentation on TBI brain scans. We have demonstrated the benefits
regarding robustness through intensity based refinement on 125
MR brain images of TBI subjects. Using MALP-EM we were able
to segment 122 out of 125 available TBI brain images into 134 dif-
ferent anatomical regions. We observed correlations between
asymmetry indices of paired structures and clinical variables, using
acute-phase or follow-up MR images. We also observed and con-
firmed evidence that subcortical brain structures such as the thal-
amus, putamen and hippocampus have strong potential to predict
the clinical outcome of individual TBI patients.
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Appendix A. Structure names for the 63 calculated asymmetry
indices

1: accumbens area, 2: amygdala, 3: caudate, 4: cerebellum exte-
rior, 5: cerebellum white matter, 6: cerebral white matter, 7: hip-
pocampus, 8: inf lat ventricle, 9: lateral ventricle, 10: pallidum, 11:
putamen, 12: thalamus, 13: ventral DC, 14: forebrain, 15: ACgG
anterior cingulate gyrus, 16: AIns anterior insula, 17: AOrG anterior
orbital gyrus, 18: AnG angular gyrus, 19: Calc calcarine cortex, 20:
CO central operculum, 21: Cun cuneus, 22: Ent entorhinal area, 23:
FO frontal operculum, 24: FRP frontal pole, 25: FuG fusiform gyrus,
26: GRe gyrus rectus, 27: IOG inferior occipital gyrus, 28: ITG infe-
rior temporal gyrus, 29: LiG lingual gyrus, 30: LOrG lateral orbital
gyrus, 31: MCgG middle cingulate gyrus, 32: MFC medial frontal
cortex, 33: MFG middle frontal gyrus, 34: MOG middle occipital
gyrus, 35: MOrG medial orbital gyrus, 36: MPoG postcentral gyrus
medial segment, 37: MPrG precentral gyrus medial segment, 38:
MSFG superior frontal gyrus medial segment, 39: MTG middle
temporal gyrus, 40: OCP occipital pole, 41: OFuG occipital fusiform
gyrus, 42: OpIFG opercular part of the inferior frontal gyrus, 43:
OrIFG orbital part of the inferior frontal gyrus, 44: PCgG posterior
cingulate gyrus, 45: PCu precuneus, 46: PHG parahippocampal
gyrus, 47: PIns posterior insula, 48: PO parietal operculum, 49:
PoG postcentral gyrus, 50: POrG posterior orbital gyrus, 51: PP pla-
num polare, 52: PrG precentral gyrus, 53: PT planum temporale,
54: SCA subcallosal area, 55: SFG superior frontal gyrus, 56: SMC
supplementary motor cortex, 57: SMG supramarginal gyrus, 58:
SOG superior occipital gyrus, 59: SPL superior parietal lobule, 60:
STG superior temporal gyrus, 61: TMP temporal pole, 62: TrIFG tri-
angular part of the inferior frontal gyrus, 63: TTG transverse tem-
poral gyrus.
Appendix B. The Marshall Classification system

Table B.7.
Appendix C. The Glasgow Outcome Scale

Table C.8.
Appendix D. Expectation–maximisation optimisation

For the sake of readability and consistency with existing litera-
ture we have followed the notation used in Van Leemput et al.
(1999), Cardoso et al. (2011), Ledig et al. (2012). Our implementa-
tion builds on the framework described in Ledig et al. (2012).

http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/
http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/
http://www.tbicare.eu/
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Given the parameters U ¼ fðl1;r1Þ; ðl2;r2Þ; . . . ; ðlK ;rKÞg of K
structural classes the likelihood of observing, the log-transformed,
intensity yi at voxel i is given as:

f ðyijUÞ ¼
X

k

f ðyijzi ¼ ek;UÞf ðzi ¼ ekÞ ðD:1Þ

It is commonly assumed that the probability, f ðyijzi ¼ ek;UÞ, of
a voxel i to have intensity yi, given that it belongs to class
k; ðzi ¼ ekÞ, is described by a normal distribution (Wells et al.,
1996; Van Leemput et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2001; Cardoso
et al., 2011). We thus model f ðyijzi ¼ ek;UÞ ¼NkðyiÞ where Nk

denotes the Gaussian distribution with corresponding parameters
ðlk;rkÞ. The prior probability f ðzi ¼ ekÞ that a voxel i belongs to
structure k is given by the relaxed version, PR (cf. Section 2.2.3),
of the probabilistic label estimates after multi-atlas label
propagation.

Next to the spatial information provided by the prior estimates,
PR, we further account for topological knowledge by incorporating
a Markov Random Field (MRF). We thus expand f ðzi ¼ ekÞ ¼ PR

ik to

f ðzi ¼ ekjpðmÞSi
;GÞ ¼ pR

ike
�UMRF ðek jp

ðmÞ
Si

;GÞ

PK
j¼1pR

ije
�UMRF ðej jp

ðmÞ
Si

;GÞ
ðD:2Þ

We calculate the MRF energy function UMRF based on the prob-
abilistic label estimates in iteration m; pm

ik , in the first-order neigh-
bourhood of voxel i;Si, as:
Table E.9
Similarity indices [%] averaged over 20 test images. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC;
relative volume differences (Dvol) based on 5 subjects with available repeat scans for all 3

SI

MAPER MALP-JF MALP-EMCi
MAL

3rd ventricle 85.2 85.6 79.8⁄⁄ 85.8
4th ventricle 86.7 87.3⁄ 87.1 87.1
Accumbens area R 77.9 78.4 76.7 78.0
Accumbens area L 77.3 77.3 77.6 78.7
Amygdala R 80.2 80.6 79.4 81.4
Amygdala L 81.3 81.9 81.7 83.1
Brain stem 93.7 93.8⁄ 93.7 94.0
Caudate R 87.0 87.5 86.8 87.9
Caudate L 87.0 87.8⁄ 87.4 88.0
Cerebellum exterior R 92.5 92.9⁄⁄ 93.4⁄⁄ 93.5
Cerebellum exterior L 92.1 92.6⁄⁄ 93.1⁄ 93.2
Cerebellum white matter R 88.9 89.1 90.5⁄⁄ 89.9
Cerebellum white matter L 89.0 89.2⁄ 90.6⁄⁄ 90.2
Cerebral white matter R 93.3 93.3 93.7⁄ 94.0
Cerebral white matter L 93.2 93.2 93.6⁄ 93.9
Cerebrospinal fluid 77.7 79.8 77.3⁄ 81.0
Hippocampus R 85.1 86.3⁄ 86.4 86.8
Hippocampus L 85.2 86.5⁄⁄ 86.3 86.9
Inf lat ventricle R 55.6 63.2⁄⁄ 68.8⁄⁄ 70.9
Inf lat ventricle L 55.5 62.2⁄⁄ 67.1⁄⁄ 67.2
Lateral ventricle R 91.9 92.5⁄ 93.0 93.0
Lateral ventricle L 92.3 93.0⁄ 93.5 93.3
Pallidum R 86.6 87.5⁄⁄ 87.6 87.6
Pallidum L 85.1 86.7⁄⁄ 86.6 86.7
Putamen R 91.0 91.3 91.1 90.8
Putamen L 90.8 91.1 91.1 91.0
Thalamus proper R 91.7 92.1⁄ 91.4⁄ 92.0
Thalamus proper L 91.9 92.1 91.5⁄ 91.9
Ventral DC R 88.6 88.8⁄ 88.1⁄ 88.9
Ventral DC L 88.7 88.7 88.1⁄⁄ 88.9
Optic chiasm 52.0 49.1 53.9 43.5
Cerebellar vermal lobules I–V 81.9 82.3 82.7 83.2
Cerebellar vermal lobules VI–VII 77.0 77.8 78.1 79.7
Cerebellar vermal lobules VIII–X 87.0 87.5 87.6 87.7
Basal forebrain R 43.9 44.5 44.6 47.2
Basal forebrain L 45.4 45.0 45.0 46.8

⁄ Significantly different SI compared to column to the left indicated at p < 10�2.
⁄⁄ Significantly different SI compared to column to the left indicated at p < 10�4.
UMRFðekjpðmÞSi
;GÞ ¼ ðD:3Þ

XK

j¼1

Gkj

X
l2Sx

i

sxpðmÞlj þ
X
l2Sy

i

sypðmÞlj þ
X
l2Sz

i

szpðmÞlj

0
@

1
A ðD:4Þ

Here, G denotes a K � K matrix defining the connectivity between
class k and j and s ¼ f 1

dx
; 1

dy
; 1

dz
g accounts for the anisotropic voxel

spacing in world coordinates. We have defined G as:

Gðk; jÞ ¼
0; if k ¼ j

b; if structures k and j share a boundary
c; if structures k and j are distant

8><
>: ðD:5Þ

Here b and c, with 0 6 b 6 c, are parameters describing the
penalty for certain neighbourhood configurations. By assuming
that voxels are statistically independent, the probability of
observing an image Iu, given that the parameters U are known,
is given by f ðIujUÞ ¼

Q
if ðyijUÞ. We can now solve this model by

interleaving the expectation of the class probabilities pðmÞik and
the maximisation of the model by updating the model parame-
ters UðmÞ. We then assume that the label probabilities, pðmþ1Þ

ik ,
are known in iteration ðmþ 1Þ and update the model parame-
ters as:

lðmþ1Þ
k ¼

P
ip
ðmþ1Þ
ik yiP

ip
ðmþ1Þ
ik

; rðmþ1Þ
k ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ip
ðmþ1Þ
ik ðyi � lðmþ1Þ

k Þ
2

P
ip
ðmþ1Þ
ik

vuut ðD:6Þ
two-way random single measures, absolute agreement, Shrout and Fleiss (1979)) and
6 considered non-cortical structures.

ICC/ Dvol

P-EMCi
� BC Manual (%) MALP-JF (%) MALP-EMCi

(%)

⁄⁄ 0.855/17.8 ± 11.4 0.994/3.6 ± 2.4 0.978/5.9 ± 3.3
0.991/3.0 ± 2.3 0.999/1.5 ± 0.7 0.998/1.6 ± 1.6

0.673/13.8 ± 10.5 0.961/3.6 ± 2.6 0.984/2.0 ± 2.6
0.755/11.2 ± 10.3 0.728/7.1 ± 6.9 0.867/5.9 ± 2.4

⁄ 0.605/10.9 ± 14.0 0.893/3.6 ± 2.6 0.929/3.7 ± 1.7
⁄ 0.897/6.0 ± 4.1 0.925/4.4 ± 3.2 0.982/2.5 ± 2.1
⁄⁄ 0.957/3.5 ± 1.8 0.993/1.1 ± 0.7 0.993/1.2 ± 0.7
⁄ 0.955/3.1 ± 1.8 0.992/1.2 ± 1.0 0.991/1.4 ± 0.9

0.956/3.4 ± 2.4 0.998/0.6 ± 0.3 0.996/0.8 ± 0.5
0.985/2.1 ± 1.4 0.993/1.2 ± 1.7 0.995/1.2 ± 1.4
0.978/2.2 ± 2.2 0.989/1.6 ± 1.9 0.988/2.0 ± 1.5
0.978/3.8 ± 2.6 0.992/1.4 ± 1.7 0.995/1.3 ± 1.0
0.884/5.3 ± 5.3 0.972/2.1 ± 2.1 0.975/2.2 ± 1.7
0.952/3.1 ± 1.8 0.992/1.1 ± 1.2 0.993/1.0 ± 1.0
0.969/2.2 ± 1.9 0.995/0.9 ± 0.9 0.996/0.8 ± 0.8

⁄⁄ 0.794/11.6 ± 9.9 0.859/4.7 ± 3.9 0.824/4.0 ± 6.1
0.815/8.4 ± 7.3 0.997/0.9 ± 0.5 0.991/1.5 ± 1.0

⁄ 0.870/7.6 ± 7.6 0.996/1.0 ± 0.5 0.996/0.9 ± 1.1
0.794/20.4 ± 8.6 0.993/4.4 ± 3.3 0.992/3.8 ± 2.8
0.983/12.9 ± 7.6 0.991/5.9 ± 4.7 0.996/4.1 ± 3.8

0.999/9.4 ± 8.3 1.000/2.6 ± 1.6 1.000/3.1 ± 2.1
0.999/9.1 ± 7.0 1.000/2.8 ± 1.6 1.000/2.4 ± 1.7
0.468/8.8 ± 1.4 0.948/2.4 ± 1.4 0.937/2.8 ± 1.7
0.640/4.7 ± 3.3 0.917/2.2 ± 1.7 0.914/2.1 ± 2.4
0.961/2.9 ± 1.5 0.995/1.0 ± 0.6 0.990/1.4 ± 1.0
0.978/2.0 ± 1.8 0.980/1.4 ± 1.8 0.972/1.6 ± 2.2

⁄⁄ 0.950/2.4 ± 1.6 0.990/1.0 ± 0.9 0.985/1.4 ± 0.9
⁄ 0.876/3.5 ± 3.0 0.988/0.9 ± 0.9 0.978/1.4 ± 1.0
⁄ 0.835/4.6 ± 2.9 0.996/1.0 ± 0.3 0.988/1.8 ± 0.8
⁄⁄ 0.862/4.8 ± 2.8 0.994/1.0 ± 0.7 0.985/1.6 ± 1.4

�0.355/40.5 ± 38.4 0.801/14.4 ± 10.3 0.947/5.9 ± 3.5
0.470/11.5 ± 11.1 0.993/2.3 ± 1.3 0.990/2.6 ± 1.8

⁄⁄ 0.867/4.9 ± 2.2 0.902/3.1 ± 1.9 0.859/3.5 ± 2.8
0.962/5.0 ± 3.8 0.995/1.6 ± 1.1 0.998/1.2 ± 0.8

0.722/12.2 ± 6.9 0.880/3.7 ± 2.8 0.945/2.1 ± 2.0
0.040/18.8 ± 7.5 0.926/3.8 ± 3.4 0.887/3.5 ± 1.8



Table F.10
Classification results (10-fold cross-validation, 1000 runs) obtained separating Marshall Classification (MC) < 4 vs. MC P 4 based on absolute asymmetry indices (AAI) of acute-
phase MR images. Significant group differences indicated by + (p < 0:05) and ++ (p < 0:01).

Structure Classification of MC < 4 (Negatives) vs. MC P 4 (Positives) (acute scans)

Balanced ACC SPEC SENS mean AAI (SD) for MC < 4 and MC P 4 p-value Significance

All non-cortical 0.608 0.820 0.396 175.9 (88.4) 308.9 (231.1) 3.50e�03 ++
All cortical 0.760 0.912 0.609 759.3 (151.6) 1072.2 (354.8) 2.74e�05 ++
All 0.725 0.882 0.567 935.3 (200.4) 1381.1 (556.7) 7.25e�05 ++
Accumbens area 0.628 0.799 0.458 16.4 (13.6) 32.7 (35.8) 1.90e�02 +
Amygdala 0.506 0.775 0.237 15.2 (16.0) 24.7 (44.2) 2.55e�01 o
Caudate 0.506 0.699 0.312 6.9 (7.0) 12.2 (17.8) 1.18e�01 o
Cerebellum exterior 0.660 0.793 0.526 4.2 (4.2) 8.7 (7.1) 3.67e�03 ++
Cerebellum white matter 0.499 0.604 0.393 10.9 (8.4) 15.3 (13.5) 1.37e�01 o
Cerebral white matter 0.484 0.618 0.351 2.7 (1.7) 4.6 (7.0) 1.22e�01 o
Hippocampus 0.370 0.656 0.085 8.5 (7.0) 12.3 (26.5) 4.21e�01 o
Inf lat ventricle 0.685 0.814 0.555 24.0 (19.1) 51.9 (43.7) 1.74e�03 ++
Lateral ventricle 0.555 0.746 0.364 24.9 (18.7) 47.4 (48.7) 1.78e�02 +
Pallidum 0.596 0.911 0.281 9.5 (15.3) 22.0 (31.7) 5.26e�02 o
Putamen 0.572 0.782 0.362 11.9 (22.0) 16.3 (23.1) 4.63e�01 o
Thalamus 0.550 0.794 0.307 5.6 (8.5) 10.3 (14.5) 1.22e�01 o
Ventral DC 0.386 0.391 0.380 8.3 (7.8) 8.2 (5.5) 9.88e�01 o
Forebrain 0.549 0.751 0.348 27.1 (24.6) 42.2 (50.3) 1.37e�01 o

Table F.11
Classification results (10-fold cross-validation, 1000 runs) obtained separating Glasgow Outcome Score (GOS) < 4 vs. GOS P 4 based on absolute asymmetry indices (AAI) of
acute-phase MR images. Significant group differences indicated by + (p < 0:05) and ++ (p < 0:01).

Structure Classification of GOS < 4 (Positives) vs. GOS P 4 (Negatives) (acute scans)

Balanced ACC SPEC SENS Mean AAI (SD) for GOS < 4 and GOS P 4 p-value Significance

All non-cortical 0.647 0.840 0.454 272.8 (213.8) 183.2 (121.4) 6.02e�02 o
All cortical 0.631 0.818 0.444 954.2 (372.6) 821.7 (198.6) 1.04e�01 o
All 0.615 0.785 0.444 1227.0 (556.6) 1004.8 (290.4) 6.77e�02 o
Accumbens area 0.597 0.754 0.440 29.7 (33.9) 15.0 (11.0) 3.36e�02 +
Amygdala 0.589 0.843 0.335 25.4 (41.4) 13.4 (14.8) 1.56e�01 o
Caudate 0.547 0.719 0.376 9.9 (13.3) 7.9 (12.4) 5.64e�01 o
Cerebellum exterior 0.600 0.465 0.734 5.2 (5.1) 7.7 (6.6) 1.27e�01 o
Cerebellum white matter 0.439 0.519 0.360 13.6 (12.6) 12.8 (9.6) 7.78e�01 o
Cerebral white matter 0.472 0.593 0.351 3.8 (6.3) 3.1 (2.5) 5.51e�01 o
Hippocampus 0.510 0.757 0.263 12.6 (23.6) 7.8 (9.4) 3.20e�01 o
Inf lat ventricle 0.426 0.508 0.343 35.0 (34.8) 33.1 (33.9) 8.34e�01 o
Lateral ventricle 0.564 0.729 0.398 39.1 (40.6) 24.3 (30.1) 1.28e�01 o
Pallidum 0.578 0.895 0.261 21.4 (29.8) 8.7 (15.5) 5.21e�02 o
Putamen 0.605 0.820 0.391 18.6 (28.3) 9.8 (14.6) 1.48e�01 o
Thalamus 0.582 0.821 0.342 10.8 (15.1) 4.6 (5.5) 4.61e�02 +
Ventral DC 0.374 0.352 0.395 8.4 (5.3) 8.4 (8.4) 9.99e�01 o
Forebrain 0.521 0.709 0.333 39.0 (48.6) 26.6 (24.5) 2.36e�01 o

Table F.12
Classification results (10-fold cross-validation, 1000 runs) obtained separating Glasgow Outcome Score (GOS) < 4 vs. GOS P 4 based on absolute asymmetry indices (AAI) of
follow-up MR images. Significant group differences indicated by + (p < 0:05) and ++ (p < 0:01).

Structure Classification of GOS < 4 (Positives) vs. GOS P 4 (Negatives) (follow-up scans)

Balanced ACC SPEC SENS mean AAI (SD) for GOS < 4 and GOS P 4 p-value Significance

All non-cortical 0.668 0.863 0.474 340.0 (219.8) 187.5 (101.1) 3.84e�04 ++
All cortical 0.593 0.760 0.425 950.9 (357.7) 792.2 (166.8) 1.97e�02 +
All 0.626 0.831 0.421 1290.9 (522.9) 979.6 (227.2) 1.70e�03 ++
Accumbens area 0.648 0.928 0.369 54.4 (58.6) 25.2 (40.4) 2.66e�02 +
Amygdala 0.572 0.743 0.401 20.5 (19.4) 12.3 (15.0) 7.54e�02 o
Caudate 0.557 0.692 0.421 12.9 (13.9) 7.5 (6.9) 4.54e�02 +
Cerebellum exterior 0.572 0.706 0.438 6.7 (4.4) 4.5 (4.9) 1.07e�01 o
Cerebellum white matter 0.599 0.657 0.541 10.2 (7.4) 6.7 (4.6) 2.62e�02 +
Cerebral white matter 0.517 0.797 0.238 7.7 (15.3) 4.9 (9.3) 3.75e�01 o
Hippocampus 0.578 0.774 0.383 16.4 (16.1) 8.4 (6.9) 7.84e�03 ++
Inf lat ventricle 0.574 0.679 0.468 61.7 (48.1) 38.2 (25.1) 1.42e�02 +
Lateral ventricle 0.644 0.814 0.474 33.5 (31.1) 14.9 (10.3) 8.10e�04 ++
Pallidum 0.574 0.727 0.421 22.9 (23.1) 11.6 (11.5) 1.20e�02 +
Putamen 0.598 0.877 0.319 32.2 (51.2) 8.0 (10.2) 4.06e�03 ++
Thalamus 0.590 0.850 0.331 24.2 (24.1) 10.8 (16.4) 1.33e�02 +
Ventral DC 0.367 0.409 0.325 8.0 (4.2) 7.9 (5.0) 9.25e�01 o
Forebrain 0.478 0.531 0.424 28.7 (24.9) 26.5 (21.3) 7.25e�01 o
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Given the updated model parameters U we can then estimate
the class probabilities in the next iteration as:

pðmþ1Þ
ik ¼

f ðyijzi ¼ ek;U
ðmÞÞf ðzi ¼ ekjpðmÞSi

;GÞPK
j¼1f ðyijzi ¼ ej;U

ðmÞÞf ðzi ¼ ejjpðmÞSi
;GÞ

ðD:7Þ

Usually the model converges after a few iterations. In our exper-
iments, we have performed ten iterations to better control the run-
time of the algorithm. The parameters for describing the MRF were
set to b ¼ 1:0 and c ¼ 1:5. The background was modelled with an
explicit class.

Appendix E. Individual non-cortical similarity indices and
intraclass correlation coefficients

Table E.9.

Appendix F. Classification results obtained based on absolute
asymmetry indices of individual structures

Tables F.10, F.11, F.12.

Appendix G. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.media.2014.12.
003.
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